GETTING BACK
TO WORK WITH

TOUCHLESS MEETINGS
Connecting Employees Virtually During Unusual Times
What will business meetings look like when employees can
safely return to their normal workplaces? The SARS-CoV-2
(COVID-19) pandemic has radically changed business operations.
Some companies are able to return in phases safely, but this
doesn’t mean all of your employees can come back into the
office immediately or all at once.
As employees are able to return to their usual offices, business
meetings will look different. With touchless meetings, employees
can connect and collaborate safely.

Scalable Audio-Visual Solutions for Touchless Meetings
Wachter’s team can integrate a variety of scalable video and
audio-conferencing solutions that allow employees to schedule
meetings easily. Our technicians install the equipment that you
need to effectively run your meetings.
We’ll work with you to understand your needs to enhance your
virtual meetings in a pandemic world.
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Proximity Join

The meeting room recognizes your mobile device when you enter the conference room
and allows you to begin, join, or open the meeting.

Voice Control

Voice control for meetings integrates AI personal assistants — like Amazon Alexa or
Google Assistant — to control the meeting experience using voice prompts.

Smart Phone Control

With smart phone control, just scan a QR code with your mobile device. This brings up a
web page that provides the same controls on the touch screen or remote control. Now you
don’t have to use a shared device to control your meeting.

Digital Signage

Digital signage displays throughout the office can remind employees to maintain at least
six feet of social distancing and wash hands with soap and water, and can share current
CDC and public health guidelines.
While the technology isn’t new, the pandemic has made digital signage a crucial way to
communicate important information quickly and consistently.

How We Deploy Touchless Meeting Solutions
Wachter’s own dedicated W2 technicians can be deployed to multiple campuses, on time and on budget.
Our goal is to ensure you can host meetings in your conference and huddle rooms safely as your employees
return to work.
As there are many video conferencing programs, Wachter can establish a variety of turnkey solutions to meet
your needs, riding on technologies such Zoom, Cisco WebEx, Microsoft Teams, Go to Meeting, and more.
Contact with Wachter’s Audio and Visual Engineering team to see how touchless meetings can work
for your business.
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